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BUYING GUIDE

HOW TO BUY …

How to buy a…

VW SCIROCCO MK1
Handsome, fun and reliable, the Scirocco’s a great classic coupé.
WORDS BY JAMES PAGE PHOTOGRAPHY BY FLOW IMAGES

P

latform sharing is
nothing new –
manufacturers have
long been taking one
model and turning it into
something else. It’s rare,
however, that they’re as
successful as VW were with their
Type 53 platform. In the
mid-1970s, this layout spawned
not only the mould-breaking

Production
Timeline

Why you'll love it

Golf, but also the impressive
Scirocco coupé.
Launched at the 1974 Geneva
Motor Show, the Scirocco – like
its sibling – was a Giugiaro
design. Looking back now and
comparing it to what else was
on the roads, the new coupé
featured styling that was sharp,
clean and modern. Once the
Golf was released, though – and
in particular the GTi – the

impressive Scirocco for some
reason fell into its shadow.
Never made in anywhere like
the same numbers, it’s now a
much rarer car. It still offers the
same driving fun as a Golf and
many of the mechanical parts
are shared between the two.
The Scirocco’s better value,
though, and if you want to
stand out from the crowd it’s
a far better bet.

1974

1975

1976

Scirocco goes on sale six months
before the Golf, with 1471cc engine
and all-synchro gearbox.

Enlarged 1588cc engine
introduced. Single wiper arm
replaces twin units.

TS replaced by GLS. Trim updated,
rear wash/wipe as standard,
plastic front spoiler added.

● Sharp looks.
● Hatchback practicality and

2+2 layout.
● Good fun to drive.
● Easy to work on and source

parts for.
● Reliable and economical if

looked after.
● Rarity value.

March 1974-November 1982
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In mainland Europe, the Scirocco was also offered
with a choice of 1.0-litre and 1.3-litre engines.

!

Deal breaker

An exclamation mark indicates key areas
where you have the greatest bargaining
power. Use them to your advantage.

Common faults
■Fuel tank filler neck

■Front wings

This is positioned close to the
rear wheelarch, and is therefore
vulnerable to corrosion. If rust
flakes contaminate the fuel
system, it’s a big problem. The
necks are unique to the Mk1 and
hard to find, although the ones
from the Mk1 Golf can be
modified to fit.

Check all four wings for corrosion
– the front ones for cars made
between 1978-81 are rare.

■Bulkhead
It’s common for the clutch cable
to pull through the bulkhead. This
is a notoriously weak spot –
repair sections are available.

TECH SPEC

VW Scirocco

Market
overview

Condition 1
– £3000

The GTi models
generally fetch the
best money because
there are so few remaining.
A good Storm with history can
fetch a couple of grand more.

Condition 2 – £1000
This should get you a car in
decent condition but check the
history file to ensure service
schedules have been followed.

Practicality
What does it do well?
The boot space is quite
generous, and the hatchback
design means it’s easily
accessible. All Mk1s will run on
unleaded petrol, and are
comfortable to drive for
extended periods – especially
the five-speed models. Good
levels of spec as standard,
especially on the GTi and
Storm models.

Condition 3 – £500
At this price, a car might have
a bit of MOT left on it. If it’s got
decent bodywork, it could be
worth a punt.

Servicing and
maintenance
Every 5000 miles
■Change oil and filter.
■Check condition of cambelt.

Every 10,000 miles
■Check and adjust clutch play.
■Check antifreeze.
■Replace plugs.
■Check ignition timing.
■Check CV joints and boots.
■Check brake linings.

■ENGINE 1471cc-1588cc
inline-four

■POWER 85bhp-110bhp
■TRANSMISSION
Four- or five-speed manual,
three-speed auto
■BRAKES Disc front
(ventilated on injected
models), drums rear

■SUSPENSION
MacPherson struts with
wishbones at front, beam
with trailing arms at rear

■FUEL
97 RON unleaded, 45-litre
tank, 23-25mpg

Every 20,000 miles

■TOP SPEED

■Replace fuel and air filters.
■Renew coolant.
■Renew brake fluid.

■0-60MPH 11.1sec-

102mph-115mph
8.8sec

■DIMENSIONS Length
3880mm, width 1625mm,
height 1310mm

Every 60,000 miles
■Change cambelt.

Rear hatch gives good
access to decent boot.

What can’t it do?
When manufacturers are
designing a coupé version of a
mainstream model, practicality
is rarely high on their list of
requirements. There are rear
seats, but there’s not much room
back there, and being a
two-door means that getting in
and out of them isn’t the work of
a moment. Rear visibility also
suffers slightly. There’s less
headroom than in the Golf, too.

1977

1979

1980

1982

Revised indicators, plastic bumpers
that reached to the wheelarches,
and black trim on the B-pillar.

GTi introduced. Powered by same
1588cc injected engine as Golf GTi.
Range-topping Storm launched.

Injected models get five-speed
gearbox. All models receive
electronic ignition.

The Mk1 was replaced by the
Mk2 in UK market after a total
production run of 527,000 cars.
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Dashboard
Over time, these can crack around the
windscreen heater vents on the top.
Otherwise, dashboards are durable.
They should be in good condition and
free from squeaks or rattles.

Seats
While the interiors are generally
durable, check the seat bolsters.
Ensure the tilt mechanism is
working. On Storm models,
check the leather – replacing it
can be expensive.

Bodywork

!

The Mk1 Scirocco is a product of
the 1970s and therefore
vulnerable to rust everywhere.
All the wings are weak points –
at the front, mud and water
collects at the top of them and
can’t escape. They bolt on, but
can be difficult to find for later
models, so you’ll want them to
be in good nick.
In the engine bay, check the
slam panel and the suspension
top mounts. Early cars weren’t
seam welded around the latter.
Check the bulkhead where the
clutch cable goes through – new
panels are common here.
Check all the way down the
A-pillar, as well as along the sills
and the bottoms of the doors.
Moving towards the back of the
car, the base of the rear window
is a weak spot – as is the
bottom edge of the panel ahead
of the rear wheel. This is a
critical area because it’s where
the forward mounts for the rear
beam attach to the chassis.

Electrics
Turn everything off and on to make
sure it’s working. Try the heater fan
through all of its speeds and check it’s
blowing hot air. If not, it may be down
to the valve in the engine bay.

Owner’s view

The Storm was the top-of-the-range
model with all the goodies.

ntony Thomas,
www.scirocco
register.co.uk
““I saw my first
Mk1 Scirocco in
2000 and finally got one in
January 2004. Since then, I
haven’t looked back. The current
fleet comprises four Mk1s and
two Mk2s. I’m now part of the
team behind the Scirocco
Register and the club’s going
from strength to strength.
“I love the look of the Mk1.
The lines are unmistakably
Seventies yet still sharp and
dynamic – the Mk1 Scirocco still
cuts it as a handsome car. The
drive is great fun – you sit low
down, the handling is nimble
and responsive and the engines
love to rev. You should buy on
condition rather than spec and
of course, get in touch with us
at the Scirocco Register. The
majority of Mk1s eventually find
their way to the club.”

Whichever angle you look at it from, the Scirocco is well proportioned.
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The Scirocco was named after a strong wind that
blows across the Mediterranean from Africa.

Engine

CM SAYS…
ll engines last well, but
check for service history.

VW Scirocco Mk1
£500-£3000
Practicality
Economy
Spares
DIY friendly
Value for money

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

Total

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

20/25

We like…
The sharp styling. Willing
engines, especially the
injected models. Much more
rare than a Golf. Good spec
levels and superb value for
money at the moment.
We don’t like…
You have to check
everywhere for rust. A Golf
is the more practical choice,
with more room inside.
As you’d expect from a VAG
product, the Scirocco’s engine is a
robust powerplant. Like any unit,
though, it’ll last even longer if
servicing is adhered to –
especially with regard to oil and
filter changes. Apart from
anything else, this will help
reduce noise from the tappets
– although they can also be

adjusted easily enough. The
bottom end causes little trouble.
Looking after the engine is easy,
with parts still available. That’s
another benefit of this powerplant
being shared around other VAG
models – there’s safety in numbers
and you shouldn’t find yourself
getting caught short in terms of
spares availability.

!

Transmission
As with the Scirocco’s engine, the
rod-change gearboxes last
incredibly well. If the car you’re
looking at has a vague
gearchange, replacing the nylon
bushes at the pivot points of the
selector rods is an easy DIY job.
Clutches are pretty robust, too. If
you can feel it slipping, it may
need replacing, but also listen out
for a ‘crunching’ when selecting
reverse gear. This may be a sign
of poor clutch adjustment.

If you find an automatic model,
the gears should engage
smoothly. Check that the
kick-down is working as it should.
If an automatic is misbehaving,
a rebuild is expensive and
replacements are becoming hard
to find. The rest of the running
gear lasts well. Listen for a
clicking noise on full lock, which
points towards worn CV joints.
Check the CV boots and track rod
ends for splits or degradation.

Thanks to…
■Anton Barnacle and Nicki
Finlayson from VW UK for
supplying their Storm model
for us to photograph.
Multi-spoke alloys were a
later addition to the Storm.

■Sean Fleetwood from the
Scirocco Register.

Pay attention to the cooling
system. The radiator should be
undamaged and the hoses (which
are easy to get hold of anyway) in
good condition. Look for leaks
around the water pump and core
plug. Genuine VW exhaust
systems last well, but if you
should need to replace one it’s a
fairly straightforward job.

Clubs, specialists
and books

Or try these…

Ford Capri Mk2
£300-£1800
Bigger engines, but similar
coupé layout. Updated to Mk3
spec during Scirocco production.

■Scirocco Register
Loads of technical and
buying advice, as well as
an active forum.
http://sciroccoregisterforum.
co.uk

■VW Owners Club
info@vwocbg.com
www.vwoc.euromarques.com

■GSF Car Parts

Alfa GTV
£1200-£4500
Another Giugiaro design. Looks
the part and drives well, but
there are few left these days.

www.gsfcarparts.com

■Volks part
020 8309 6200
www.volkswagenspares.com

■VW Scirocco 1974-81

RM Clarke

Lancia Beta Montecarlo
£2500-£6500

Collection of contemporary
road tests
ISBn: 9-7809-0707-3574

Nowhere near as practical, but
it’s a two-door sportscar with
even sharper styling.
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Despite the two cars sharing a platform, Golfs
outnumbered Sciroccos six to one.

QUICK VIEW CHECKS

10
Essential
Reminders
Key areas to inspect carefully. Your final offer price should reflect their condition.

Tick off our vital checks
for peace of mind

1

2

! 3

4

! 5

Front wings

Bonnet

Sills

Doors

Check carefully all the way
along its length for any
signs of corrosion, as well
as along the slam panel.

Look around the bottom
leading edge, the bottom
rear corner, and along the
top edge. Rust can get hold
in any of these places.

These are vulnerable to
stone chips and other
minor damage. Left
unchecked, this can cause
rust to creep in along the
leading edge.

The two-part sills are made
up of an inner and outer.
They can rust badly if the
drain holes get blocked.
Check underneath the
carpet to look at where the
inner sill joins the floor.

These can rust out along
their bottom edge. Check
around the rubber seal
where the metal’s
double-skinned and
more vulnerable.

CUT OUT
THIS PGE

Front valance

8
9

6

3
10

4

7

5
2

CUT ALONG DASHED LINE AND TAKE THIS GUIDE WITH YOU ON THE DAY OF VIEWING

1

6

7

!

8

9

10

Rear arches

Rear corner

Rear hatch

Boot

Bumpers

The rear arches are a
common rot spot due to
moisture thrown up from
the road becoming
trapped. Check that any
rust here hasn’t spread to
the inner arch.

Another place for the
Scirocco to suffer from
corrosion is around the
lower rear corners where
the rear quarter meets the
rear panel.

Open the bootlid and have
a good look around the
lower edge for any rust.
Close it again and then
check for the same thing
around the rear window.

Check the carpets to make
sure they’re dry. Water can
get in through the rear light
clusters or via a perished
boot seal.

Check these fit squarely.
If not, suspect front-end
accident damage. Bodged
repairs and poor welding
will mean bigger problems
down the line.
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Glovebox
Wizard
Our vital, take-with-you guide. It could save you a lot more than money.
Tick off our vital checks
for peace of mind

Overall condition, originality and
completeness should dictate the
price you pay.
Glovebox Wizard is designed
to act as a timely reminder when
viewing, drawing your attention
to areas it’s easy to forget or
which an unscrupulous seller
might try to distract you from.

Begin by judging the overall
appearance of the car. What are
the panels gaps like? Is the
engine original? Resprayed?

Pre-viewing questions
Glovebox Wizard can also be
used to ask questions
confidently whether via phone
or computer before you commit

time and incur costs to view.
Knowledge is power when
buying any car so arm yourself
from the start and get the best
deal possible.

Caveat emptor
If the deal is too good to be true
then look carefully for the catch.
Buyer beware.

Identification

Engine

Interior

❏ Chassis ID plate

COLD nD OFF

The VIN number is stamped on
driver’s side strut tower, or on a
horizontal plate ahead of the
scuttle panel.

COLD nD RUnnInG
❏ Blue exhaust smoke

❏ll electrics work
❏Seat bolsters
❏Dash top
❏Doors shut correctly
❏Heater works

Chassis numbers start with 53.
The third number is the model
year (4 being 1974, 5 being
1975, and so on). For 1980, that
changed to 53 A 0.
For 1981, a new format was
introduced. It started: WVW ZZZ
53 zbk.

❏ Check for evidence of leaks

❏ Smooth tickover
❏ Tappet noise
❏ Radiator and hoses okay

HOT nD RUnnInG
❏ Pulls well from low revs
❏ No flat spots

Bodywork
❏ Front and rear wings
❏ Rear hatch
❏ Front slam panel
❏ Floorpans
❏ Sills

✔ Shop around and be

prepared to wait to find a
good one. They’re getting
rare now.
✔ Buy on bodywork rather
than spec. ll models are
capable classics, and a
solid GLS will be a better
bet than a crumbling GTi.
✔ Join the Scirocco Register.
There’s plenty of info on
the website, and there’s
loads of help and advice on
offer from other members.
✔ Try to drive a good
example so that you’ll
know what they’re
supposed to feel like.
✔ Go for agreed value
insurance, particularly on
the Storm and GTi models.
✔ Weigh up the sale price
against any items that are
missing or need replacing,
especially when it comes to
interior trim or front wings.

Don’t

Test drive

✘ Buy a bad one without fully

Scirocco’s great fun on the move, whether injected or in carb form.

On the right B-road, a Scirocco
will surprise a lot of modern
machinery. The seats support you
well, and the driving position is
excellent. The only slightly odd
feature is that the mirrors (the
Storm came with a nearside one
as well) are set quite a long way
back on the door, but you get
used to that. The car should start
on the button and idle smoothly.
Check for excessive blue smoke

Do

from the exhaust, which can point
towards tired oil valve stem seals.
The clutch has got a long travel,
and the feel through the pedal isn’t
helped by the master cylinder
being situated over on the
left-hand side of the engine bay.
Synchromesh can be a bit stiff on
first and second gears when cold,
but it should loosen nicely when
the car’s up to temperature. Any
noise from the clutch when

operated could point towards a
worn release bearing or spline on
the input shaft.
The carburettor models aren’t
particularly quick, but they’re light
and can motor along nicely. The
110bhp cars are real giant-killers,
and the engine should rev happily
throughout it range. Combined
with sharp handling, you won’t
find many classics that are more
fun for this money.

understanding the amount
of work it’ll take to bring up
to scratch, particularly with
regard to welding.
✘ Expect the brakes to be as
bad as everyone would
have you believe. On early
models they’re not great,
but they’re no worse than
other cars of the era.
✘ Buy online without seeing
the car first. There can be
all sorts of nasties hidden
away in the inner wings
and sills.
✘ Turn down a solid example
with minor mechanical
problems. With good parts
supply, they can be sorted
relatively easily.
✘ Think about buying a car
without decent service
history. The Scirocco lasts
well but only if looked after,
so you’ll want to see
evidence of that.
✘ Be surprised to find a car
that’s had various upgrades
fitted to it.

CUT ALONG DASHED LINE AND TAKE THIS GUIDE WITH YOU ON THE DAY OF VIEWING

Viewing a Scirocco
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